90
• plies, failure is dominated by fibre-matrix interface cracking and large localised plastic deformation of the matrix, forming a localised band in a plane that is not aligned with the loading direction. Ultra-thin plies show a dispersed damage mechanism, combining wedge cracking with ply fragmentation/separation. Moreover, a transverse crack suppression effect is clearly observed. To the authors' knowledge, it is the first time an in situ effect in transverse compression has been identified. When comparing the results of the micro-mechanical model with the predictions from analytical models for
Introduction
The spread tow thin-ply technology [1, 2] is a recent technique which incorporates a pneumatic process where fibre tows are continuously and stably opened to produce flat and straight plies with dry ply thicknesses as low as 0.02 mm. Laminates made of these ultra-thin plies have the potential to suppress both microcracking and delamination before ultimate failure, which results in an increasing interest by the scientific and industrial communities in this technology .
The improved fibre dispersion resulting from tow spreading has motivated the study of the effect of ply thinness on the mechanical response of unidirectional (UD) laminae. Amacher et al. [21] performed an extensive experimental characterisation of the mechanical response of thin-ply laminates, including testing of UD carbon fibre-epoxy composites with ply areal weights ranging from ultra-thin to very high grades, all produced from the same batch of fibre and matrix. No significant influence of the ply thinness on the elastic and strength properties of the UD composites was observed, except for longitudinal compression, where an enhancement of approximately 20%
in average was observed. This enhanced compressive strength is attributed to the more uniform microstructure of spread tow thin plies. Optical micrographs presented by Amacher et al. [21] show that the microstructure of high-grade composites is fairly inhomogeneous, with varying fibre volume fraction along the microstructure due to fibre rearrangement and resin flow during the low-viscosity phase of the curing cycle. This heterogeneous microstructure promotes instabilities at the constituent level that may result in premature compressive failure of the laminae [21] . As the ply thickness decreases, a better uniformity of the microstructure is achieved, becoming practically homogeneous for the lowest grades, delaying the instabilities that conduct to fibre compressive failure, therefore increasing the compressive strength.
When very thin plies are embedded in multidirectional laminates, the thin-ply effect becomes particularly important. In this case, the constraining effect imposed by the neighbouring plies delays damage propagation in the matrix [21, 26] , and the actual ply strengths are not only higher than those measured in UD coupons, but they reportedly increase with decreasing ply thickness [11, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] .
Experimental studies have shown that the longitudinal compressive and transverse shear strengths are affected by the presence of transverse microcracking [30] . If transverse microcracking is delayed, the strengths associated with other matrix-dominated failure mechanisms, such as wedge compressive fracture, may also increase due to the constraining effect imposed by adjacent plies. This can be addressed through the application of three-dimensional (3D) phenomenological failure criteria [36, 37] . According to these models, when embedded in a multidirectional laminate, not only the transverse tensile and in-plane shear strengths (Y T and S L , respectively), calculated using e.g. the models proposed by Camanho et al. [33] , but also the transverse compressive and transverse shear strengths (Y C and S T , respectively) are in situ properties. In addition, assuming that kink bands 1 are triggered by localised matrix failure in the vicinity of misaligned fibres [36, 37] , the in situ effect will also result in an increased longitudinal compressive strength in multidirectional laminated composites.
In a previous work [22] , a micro-mechanical finite element (FE) model of a composite sublaminate was proposed to study the mechanics of the in situ effect observed on constrained plies subjected to transverse tensile loading.
This micro-mechanical model consisted of a representative volume element (RVE) of a 90
• thin lamina in-between two homogenised 0 • plies. Random distributions of carbon fibres in an epoxy matrix, statistically equivalent to real distributions, were analysed using a 3D computational micro-mechanics framework, with a special focus on the elastic-plastic and damage constitutive behaviours of the matrix and on the response of the fibre-matrix interface.
Varying the 90
• ply thickness, it was possible to assess its effect on the mechanical response of laminated composites.
The objective of this paper is to investigate whether there is an in situ effect for transverse compressive loads as predicted by some failure criteria [36, 37] . In the absence of experimental information, a micro-mechanical model is used to study the in situ effect observed on constrained plies subjected to transverse compressive loading. Also, a comparison between the results of the micro-mechanical model and the predictions from the analytical models for the in situ effect based on Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics 1 Crack-like type of failure occurring in laminae subjected to compressive loadings in the fibre direction [38] .
(LEFM) [33] and phenomenological 3D failure criteria [36, 37] is presented with the aim of validating both modelling strategies.
Micro-mechanical constitutive and finite element modelling
An FE model of the thin-ply sublaminate is generated, consisting of three main parts: a micro-mechanical RVE of the 90
• ply, two adjacent homogenised 0
• plies, and the interfaces between the 90
• lamina and the homogenised plies [22] . The RVE of the 90
• ply includes a discrete representation of the fibres, matrix and interfaces between fibres and matrix.
A random distribution of carbon fibres is generated using a modification of the algorithm proposed by Melro et al. [39] , with imposed fibre continu- with PBCs for analysis of UD composites [39, 40] , in the present study the entire thickness of the discretised transverse ply is explicitly represented, so its effect in the response of the sublaminate can be taken into account. The faces of the discretised transverse ply perpendicular to the zz-direction (top and bottom faces) will be connected to the homogenised outer plies, and, therefore, in the generation of the RVE, fibres are not allowed to intersect these faces.
In the present study, the individual carbon fibres are considered transversely isotropic and linear-elastic [22] . Following Melro et al. [41] , the diameter of the carbon fibres is the same in the entire RVE.
The epoxy resin is modelled using the plastic-damage material model proposed by Melro et al. [40] . This material model, implemented as an UMAT user subroutine [42] , includes a paraboloidal yield criterion, defined as a function of the stress tensor and of the compressive and tensile yield strengths, and a non-associative flow rule, which allows for a correct definition of the volumetric deformation in plasticity. Figure 2 shows the hardening curves used in the plasticity model for both tension and compression. A thermodynamically consistent isotropic damage model, defined by a single damage variable, is used, where damage onset is defined by a damage activation function similar to the paraboloidal yield criterion, but using the final compressive and tensile strengths of the epoxy resin. To avoid damage localisation, the computed dissipated energy is regularised using the characteristic length of the FE and the fracture toughness of the epoxy resin [43] .
The interfaces between fibres and matrix are modelled using cohesive elements [22, 41, 42] , defined by a bilinear traction-separation damage law.
The onset of cohesive damage is mode dependent, and is defined by the corresponding strengths in mode I and mode II. The rate of damage progression is controlled by the critical energy release rate under pure and mixed modes, according to the Benzeggagh-Kenane (BK) law [44] .
Different 3D RVEs of the thin-ply sublaminate are generated [39] . These include different random fibre distributions for the same RVE's size, which are analysed to assess the effect of microstructural randomness. The width of the RVEs of the thin-ply sublaminates along the yy-direction (see figure 1 ) is 0.200 mm. This was defined to ensure the representativeness of the different RVEs analysed in the present work; in fact, it is important to note that the width of the RVEs should be defined in such a way that any diffuse damage, which might occur before a transverse crack has grown entirely through the thickness of the ply, can be captured [22] . In a compromise between the computational cost of the proposed models and the results obtained, it was observed that an RVE width of 0.200 mm was adequate to capture the diffuse damage occurring on the thinner transverse plies. However, due to the enormous computational cost of these models, the RVEs of the sublaminates with transverse ply thicknesses above or equal to 0.100 mm were modelled
to accommodate approximately a single transverse crack, as in Ref. [22] , reducing the total width of the RVEs to 0.120 mm. As the transverse ply gets thicker, the size of the models becomes so large that they cannot be handled. On the other hand, it was observed that, for such transverse ply thicknesses, the diffuse damage, before transverse cracking grew through the thickness, was very limited (similarly to what was observed in Ref. [22] for transverse tension). Therefore, defining the width of the RVE such that a single transverse crack could be captured was sufficient to study the damage morphology and predict failure of the thicker transverse plies. By reducing the RVE width, from 0.200 mm to 0.120 mm for transverse ply thicknesses of 0.100 mm and above, was enough to capture transverse cracking and keep the computational cost of the models in reasonable values. It is recognised that the size of the RVE may affect the predicted material response, particularly during softening [41] ; however, the analysis of the RVEs with thicker transverse plies is still important to accurately address the causes of matrix transverse compressive failure as the ply thickness changes.
The length of the micro-mechanical models (xx-direction) is kept constant and approximately equal to two times the average element size of the mesh of the discretised transverse ply, or 0.2 times the fibre radius. A discretisation of two elements along the xx-direction was used. The authors believe this is the most suitable choice for the compromise between the computational cost of the present models and the quality of the results. Despite the increased computational cost of the 3D modelling approach, the flexibility of the present computational micro-mechanics framework to predict the mechanical response of UD composites and sublaminates subject to general 3D loading conditions motivates its employment in the present study.
The homogenised 0 • plies, which simulate the mesoscopic elastic behaviour of the surrounding laminae, are modelled assuming a linear-elastic transversely isotropic material behaviour [22] . The interfaces between the 90
• ply and the homogenised plies are simulated using cohesive elements [22, 42] .
The thickness of each individual outer ply is kept constant and equal to 0.075 mm throughout the analysis. The elastic and interlaminar properties of the IM7/8552 carbon-epoxy composite laminate [45] [46] [47] [48] are used to model the elastic response of the outer plies and interlaminar damage between adjacent plies [22] . The relevant material properties of all constituents are given in tables 1 to 3.
Linear hexahedral FEs with reduced integration (Abaqus C3D8R elements) are used to generate the mesh of both matrix and fibres of the transverse ply RVE. However, due to the complexity of the geometry, hex- PBCs are applied to the thin-ply sublaminate RVEs in the xx-and yydirections [22] , imposed through linear multi-point constraints [41] . In the present work, only transverse compressive loading is considered. The effect of residual thermal stresses is not taken into account, since the focus of the present study is on the effect of ply thickness on the mechanical response of constrained transverse plies for validation of the theory and current analytical models for the in situ effect in compression. The rationale followed here is consistent with the use of the in situ strengths in models of homogenised composite materials. In such models, the in situ strength is taken as a material and geometrical property and the different residual stresses resulting from different ply thickness are calculated from a stress analysis model. Therefore, including residual stresses in the micro-mechanical models could not allow a comparison between these models and the simple, closed-form solutions for the in situ effect.
Results
To validate the present framework, the strain field distribution along the transverse (yy-) direction was evaluated. It could be observed that the present micro-mechanical simulations fully agree with the experimental observations carried out by Canal et al. [49] , with fibres showing a very homogeneous strain field, whereas the matrix showed a very inhomogeneous strain distribution. This preliminary observation, together with the analysis carried out by Melro et al. [41] and Arteiro et al. [22] , confirm the validity of the present framework, namely for studying the in situ effect observed on the response to transverse compressive loading of polymer composite laminates.
Figures 3 to 5 show the contour plots of the equivalent plastic strain in the matrix of RVEs with ultra-thin and conventional 90
• plies at applied strains of 2.0% and 2.5%. Although only one RVE is presented for each case, the selected RVEs are representative of other random fibre distributions.
As can be observed in figure 5 for cross-ply sublaminates with conventional, standard-thickness 90
• plies, failure caused by transverse compressive loading is dominated by fibre-matrix interface cracking and large localised plastic deformation of the matrix, forming a localised band of damage in a plane not aligned with the loading direction. This wedge shaped transverse fracture is in agreement with what has been described in the literature [41, 50] . In the case of cross-ply sublaminates with ultra-thin plies, a similar damage pattern can be identified, but developing at higher applied strains, as shown in figures 3 and 4. In fact, looking at these pictures, and comparing them with figure 5, a transverse crack suppression effect can be clearly identified. As the ply thickness decreases, damage progression becomes more and more gradual, and through-the-thickness fracture is delayed. This fact indicates that there is an in situ effect in transverse compression.
Figures 6 and 7 show the contour plots of the equivalent plastic strain in the matrix of RVEs with, respectively, 0.020 mm and 0.060 mm thick 90
• plies at applied strains ranging from 3.0% to 4.0%. Unlike conventional 90
• plies subjected to transverse compressive loading (figure 5), whose fracture is characterised by a wedge shaped transverse crack, constrained ultra-thin plies show a dispersed damage mechanism, combining wedge cracking with ply fragmentation/separation, or just ply fragmentation/separation, as in the case of the thinnest plies (see figure 8 ). This dispersed type of damage observed on thin-ply sublaminates is the result of a less pronounced stress relaxation due to the constraining effect imposed by the surrounding plies, causing the development of progressive, overall ply damage instead of discrete transverse cracking. This constraining effect, and how it affects stress relaxation in the transverse ply, is further highlighted in figure 9 , which shows the stress distributions predicted for RVEs with 0.060 mm and 0.120 mm thick 90
• plies. Upon onset of transverse damage, the stress relaxation is much higher in the thicker transverse plies than in the thinner ones. This happens because the constraining effect imposed by the adjacent plies on the thicker transverse plies is not sufficient to delay transverse damage growth through the thickness. On the other hand, the higher stress levels maintained on the thinner transverse plies, which results from the higher constraining effect imposed by adjacent plies on damage propagation through the thickness, conducts to diffuse transverse damage onset and growth before earlier damage has penetrated. Figure 10 shows the in situ transverse compressive strength, Y is C , as a function of the ply thickness determined from the micro-mechanical models presented in this work, and the predictions from the models for the in situ transverse compressive strength proposed by Catalanotti et al. [36] and, more recently, by Camanho et al. [37] . For some ply thicknesses, several RVEs have been analysed, and the respective data has been plotted in figure   10 . The in situ strengths from the micro-mechanical models were calculated based on the applied remote strain corresponding to the development of through-the-thickness ply failure, characterised by a localised band of damage, as described before, and based on the elastic properties determined from a linear-elastic analysis of the same RVE. Notice that, in the case of the thinner sublaminates, the development of the first through-the-thickness band of damage is delayed, and other regions of localised damage start propagating before failure of the thin transverse ply has occurred. Unless one of these localised bands penetrates completely through the ply thickness, the transverse ply is not considered to have failed. As the ply thickness decreases, the number of localised bands increases, but one eventually will be the first to penetrate through the thickness. That is the point that defines the strength of the thinner transverse plies. It is interesting to note that, once the first band penetrates through the thickness, the remaining will also penetrate progressively.
According to Catalanotti et al. [36] , the in situ transverse compressive strength, Y is C , is given explicitly as:
where α 0 is the fracture angle and η L is the friction coefficient [36] . The in situ in-plane shear strength, S is L , is calculated from the fracture mechanics model proposed by Camanho et al. [33] :
where β is a parameter that defines the nonlinearity of the shear stress-shear strain relation [51] , G 12 is the shear modulus and the parameter ϕ is defined according to the configuration of a given ply. For a thick ply, ϕ is given as [33] :
and, for a thin ply [33] :
where G IIc is the fracture toughness associated with intralaminar fracture of the transverse ply (parallel to the fibre direction) in mode II. According to Camanho et al. [37] , the in situ transverse compressive, transverse shear (2)) are calculated using the fracture mechanics models proposed by Camanho et al. [33] .
The strength and elastic properties required by the analytical models were determined from a separate analysis of the micro-mechanical computational model using UD RVEs, following Melro et al. [41] . The micromechanical simulations included pure transverse tension and compression, transverse shear and in-plane longitudinal shear stress states. The biaxial transverse tensile and compressive strengths (Y BT and Y BC , respectively) were estimated based on the approach suggested by Vogler et al. [52] . As a first approximation, the fracture toughness associated with intralaminar fracture of the transverse ply (parallel to the fibre direction) was taken as 25% of the fracture toughness of the matrix for mode I, and 50% of the fracture toughness of the matrix for mode II (or twice the fracture toughness for mode I). The parameter β was determined based on the results from the micro-mechanical computational model of UD RVEs subjected to pure inplane longitudinal shear, fitting the polynomial approximation proposed by Hahn and Tsai [51] , given in equation (5), to the shear stress-shear strain curves obtained with three different RVEs.
For the model proposed by Catalanotti et al. [36] , the fracture angle and the friction coefficient were assumed as α 0 = 53 • and η L = 0.36, respectively. Table 4 shows the properties of the UD material used in the analytical models proposed in Refs. [33, 36, 37] to calculate the in situ properties.
Comparing the predictions of the in situ effect for transverse compression with the results obtained using computational micro-mechanics in figure 10 , similar trends are observed, which indicates that the analytical models are sufficiently accurate, and that there is an in situ effect in the transverse compressive failure of polymer composites. To the authors' knowledge, this is the first time an in situ effect in transverse compression has been clearly identified, and the validity of the analytical models proposed in Refs. [36, 37] to predict this in situ effect demonstrated. 
Discussion and concluding remarks
In this work, a detailed representation of the mechanics of transverse compressive failure and associated in situ effect has been studied using a 3D
computational micro-mechanics framework [22, 40, 41] . in agreement with what has been described in the literature [41, 50] . Unlike conventional 90
• plies subjected to transverse compressive loading, constrained ultra-thin plies showed a dispersed damage mechanism, combining wedge cracking with ply fragmentation/separation, or just ply fragmentation/separation for the thinnest plies. This dispersed type of damage on thin-ply sublaminates is the result of a less pronounced stress relaxation due to the stronger constraining effect imposed by the surrounding plies.
This results in the development of progressive ply damage instead of discrete transverse cracking. Therefore, a transverse crack suppression effect could be observed.
It should be noted that, while there is no direct experimental evidence of the in situ effect for transverse compression, some recent test results obtained in structural details indicate that indeed the ply thickness affects the compressive strengths. For example, recent results show that the bearing strength increases with decreasing ply thickness [21] . This observation can be justified by the increase of the transverse and longitudinal compressive strengths of thin-ply laminates.
When comparing the results of the computational micro-mechanics framework with the predictions from the analytical models based on LEFM [33] and on 3D phenomenological failure criteria [36, 37] , the same trends have been obtained, emphasising the validity of the computational micro-mechanics and analytical representations. The present results also show that, for normal ply thicknesses, these analytical models can be considered fairly accurate and representative of the actual strengths characterising the response of transverse plies embedded in multidirectional laminates.
Ongoing work is considering the application of the present methodology to the cases of in-plane shear and transverse shear stress states. The cases of biaxial tensile and compressive loading will also be addressed in the future, as well as the effect of the stiffness of the adjacent plies and ply position in the laminate. • ply is shown). [37] .
